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Across

1 Hiding article about 
spots (9)

6 Knockers involved 
in police raids (5)

9 City as a news 
broadcast (7)

10 Disease erupting 
in coastal region (7)

11 Help chaps round 
and over, perhaps (6)

12 Threaten to finish 
new range (8)

14 Jerks in wild gust 
(4)

15 Tearing hamstring 
in final game -the 
thing bad dreams are 
made of (10)

18 Tailless shire put 
out slipshod for a 
'chase (3,7)

20 Exploit sound 
dabs (4)

23 Richard goes 
round break-down 
pits, looking for Rod 
(8)

24 Let's go back ,after 
helpful operator starts 
looking for 
accommodation (6)

26 Discomfort from 
lousy wisecrack - we 
quit! (7)

27 What the old man 
said about 
visualising? (7)

28 Swings and 
roundabouts some 
bridesmaids desire (5)

29 He'll sell your 
house in so elegant a 
style (4,5)

Down

1 Lords meeting them 
? Possibly tacts 
involved (4,5)

2 Making sense of 
university (7)

3 Relation of 'Ghosts' 
, is terrible (6)

4 Land of alternative 
diary Anne abridged 
(4)

5 Newly formed 
guides? Then bless 
you (10)

6 Get tooled up in 
short sleeves we're 
told (4,4)

7 Sting round cow's 
tail - like a pendulum 
(7)

8 Verify what's in 
tests we arranged (5)

13 Spicy skate 
cooked for afters 
(5,5)

16 Teas arranged by 
faint fire (3,6)

17 Rotten manicurist, 
I'm going to hide 
stage hands (8)

19 Diminishing 
gradually, Edward 
consumed mixed fruit 
(7)

21 Lace roughly in-
between,without 
bobble ends (7)

22 Classical piece 
from Variations on a 
Tamboura (6)

23 Interior designers 
craft to produce 

design without using 
paint initially (5)

25 Learn by 
repetition - that's not 
right for Herb (4)


